**TARP CHALLENGE**

**Equipment required:**
Tarpaulin about 10-foot square, with 16 holes cut in it at random. Centre of tarp marked with a cross. Tennis balls.

Holes in tarp should be a little bigger than the ball
Holes should be colour coded, 6 white and 6 red
One edge of tarp with white strip for White team
One edge of tarp with red strip for Red Team

**Instructions:**

Red Team line up on red edge and hold tarp with both hands.
White Team line up on white edge and hold tarp with both hands.
Start by putting ball in centre of tarp.

Teams move tarp around to score into opposing coloured holes.

Tarp may not be raised higher than shoulders.

Ball may not be BOUNCED off tarp, or rolled over the edges.
Teams can use their bodies to stop ball falling off their edge, but not hands.

If ball falls over the edge, re-start it in the middle.

**The Game:**

Game lasts a total of 10 Minutes

Teams have to keep ball moving, but prevent balls falling through their coloured hole, and try scoring through their opponents colour. If one ball falls through, replace with another ball.

Mark points for each ball falling through hole, by colour.

Team with most points deducted in 10 minutes loses.
Referee’s decisions final.